
                                                                                                  

                                               

April 29th,   2013  

What a concert that was!!  I am still catching myself singing “Wagon Hooooo”!!!  

 We now have two solid weeks to get in the last skills and reviews before the students lose all 

concentration!  This Monday, I am looking forward to the symphony in Sioux Falls.  It is done so well, 

and moves quickly enough for those who “think” they won’t enjoy learning about the different 

instruments found in a symphony!  
 Religion:    

As we wind down our study of the commandments, we can reflect on how these fit into our daily lives so well.  God 

intended for us to keep these in mind as we deal with those around us.  Our text does a good job of even tying in 

how the commandment-you shall not steal-is relevant for taking care of our earth!  We want to keep the earth in 

good shape for the next generations, too!  May 8th memorization oral test over prayer to St. Michael. 

Language Arts: 

Writing: The students are working on the last few letters in their SD ABC book.  I will be sending home a page 

for the letter Z, so be sure and help them with creativity in thinking of something to fit that letter.  Have fun 

with it!  There should be a picture, if possible, and a short paragraph of info, or 3-4 bullets of information that 

will tell more about whatever your child decides for the letter Z. 

Grammar/Spelling: We continue to make progress in our Simple Solutions Grammar book.  These books are a 

wonderful way to cover multiple concepts each lesson. 

Reading:  Our last novel conferences are on May 10th.  The library books will be due then, and we need to be 

done.  We will do some reading from our reading series—since we have a few stories left.   

****Please locate any of my classroom 4th grade novels before the end of the year, and return them—

check under the beds, in book bags, and wherever they may get stashed.   I am missing over half of my 
books!!  Thanks for your help! 

Social Studies:  

The students are doing well on the states tests!  Important dates:  May 3-for the second 25 states spelling 

test.  May 7th will be the states/capitals matching test over all fifty states.  They will have word banks with the 

names.  The very last test of the year is on May 10th, the map test of the US.  The students will have to label 

the states, but spelling won’t count. 

Science: 

We are still trying to finish some quiz folders with some modifications as we go.  Then we will be starting reading 

in Health on safety at home and away from home—things to remember for a safe summer. 

Math:    

Working with different Math games, using those basic facts while remembering to cooperate with others, is our 

focus this week.  This is a good time to review the basic processes we used this year.   

                                         Stay strong until the very last day! 
 

May 3rd —Spelling test over the 2nd half of fifty states 

May 6th –Field trip to  De Smet  $5.00 and sack lunch—no uniform- 

May 8th –test over St. Michael prayer-recited orally to me 

May 7th  -- States and capitals matching test-names provided 

May 10th – 50 states only map final test—spelling does NOT count 

 

                        Nancy Anderson   428-3459    nanderso@sfcss.org    
             **Thanks for all you do to help your son or daughter have a successful year.**     


